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68% of Americans are confident smart homes will be as commonplace as
smartphones with 10 years.
- LeGrand IoT & Smart Home Predictions
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Why Setup a Smart Home?
Not only can you live a futuristic life right now, but you can also save time, money, and
energy.
Industry leaders like NEST, Apple, ADT, and Honeywell are diving into the Connected Home
and making a Jetsons-like home a reality for the masses. An IoTC survey of consumers
showed that the primary reason for smart home adoption is cost savings, and according to a
recent survey conducted by CNET and Coldwell Banker, 45% of Americans say that smart
home products save them an average of $98.30 per month.
The true value of a connected device is difficult to understand or appreciate, until it is off the
shelf, out of the box, and being fully experienced in your home. Believe me, you'll love your
Ecobee thermostat a lot more when it's 0 degrees outside and the heat kicks on 20 minutes
before you arrive home.
Let's not forget about automating tasks to save you time and make your life easier. The same
CNET survey highlighted that smart home technology products save homeowners an average
of 30 minutes per day! Think about what you could do with that time... play with your kids,
watch more Netflix, or walk your dog.
And wouldn't it be nice if selling your home were easier? 81% of buyers indicate they'd more
opt to buy a home if smart home products were already installed. That's proof it's worth it
and your realtor will thank you.
In the end, most consumers don't really care how the Connected Home works, but simply
that it does work. Here at Axius, we strive to help our members reach the point where life in a
"Smart Home" is very similar to how it is today - just with lots of enhancements.

74% of those who already have smart home devices are very satisfied.
- Homes of the Future, Insurance Quotes
Wiseinsure.net/smart-cyber
https://www.axi.us/smart-home-101
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